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Sentence elements
Whether the element in the sentence is one word or many, the function it performs is the same so

we will call all of the following phrases, even when they are only one word long.

The subject phrase
The subject of a sentence is the person or thing which performs the action or is in the state signified

by the verb.

For example: The woman cried

tells us who did the crying.

Everything which follows the subject is called the predicate. Subject phrases are not always nouns.

1. Underline the subject in these sentences:

a. I left

b. She came at six

c. Most people don’t believe him

d. The car broke down

e. The old man fished all day

f. My brother and his friends broke the window

g. That he was late was not surprising

h. The party next door which was so noisy and went on so late stopped around four

o’clock

The verb phrase
The verb relays to us the state, condition, relationship, event or action that the sentence concerns.

For example: He went home

tells us what happened.

Verb phrases are often split by other elements as in, e.g.:

The have often looked unhappy

She is now studying at university

2. Underline the verb in these sentences:

a. My father wants some coffee

b. She can play well

c. I have been running for hours

d. Mary may have been working too hard

e. John can’t have been having had his car repaired

The direct object phrase
The direct object is that part of the sentence which is the goal or the entity which is acted on by the

subject via the verb. Direct object phrases are not always nouns.

For example: I hit the ball

tells us what was hit

3. Underline the object in these sentences:

a. I broke it

b. She opened the letter

c. I told my father and mother that I was leaving

d. We grew a large variety of organic vegetables

e. Mary invited her parents, her school friends, her neighbours and just about anyone

she met at work
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The indirect object phrase
The indirect object cannot usually be present without a direct object and it is the element, usually a

person or people, which receives the direct object in some way.

For example: She gave the children some money

4. Underline the indirect object in these sentences:

a. She left me her house

b. We told the boss a lie

c. I owe the taxi driver $50

d. I showed everyone in the office the way to do the work

e. They offered all the householders in both streets a good price for their properties.

The subject complement phrase
The subject complement is the element of a sentence which describes or is the same as the subject

itself. It is not the same as the object phrase because it is not the goal of an action.

For example:

She looks unhappy

She is the manager

5. Underline the subject complements in these sentences:

a. Mary is upset

b. Peter grew very tired

c. I am the most experienced person

d. This appears extremely expensive

e. He became the best-paid and most overworked member of staff

The object complement phrase
The object complement is the element of the sentence which describes or is the same as the object.

For example:

They made her angry

They made her their candidate

6. Underline the object complement in these sentences:

a. Mary made me very angry

b. They elected him chairman

c. She painted the garage green and white

d. We designated the information secret

e. She called me her friend and confidant

The adverbial phrase
The adverbial phrase affects and adds to how we see the meaning of the verb. It may be an adverb, a

prepositional phrase and a number of other elements.

For example: I left early

7. Underline the adverbials in these sentences:

a. She came at six

b. She walked absurdly slowly

c. They arrived by bus

d. She went to sleep smiling happily

e. She lives next door

f. They spoke in French
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Putting it all together
8. Identify the components of these sentences. You need to use all of these at least once:

Subject phrase, Verb phrase, Direct object phrase, Indirect object phrase, Subject complement phrase, Object complement phrase, Adverbial phrase

The first one is an example.

Element They then discussed the matter again and again

Phrase type Subject Adverbial Verb Direct object Adverbial

Element The head teacher made her head girl again

Phrase type

Element My parents gave their children reading lessons early in life

Phrase type

Element She and her sister might have been happier in London when they grew up

Phrase type

Element Happily the book sold well in many countries

Phrase type

Element Money is obviously important to her

Phrase type

Element We all looked everywhere for the book in vain

Phrase type

Element They searched everywhere for the book in vain

Phrase type

Element She was then practising medicine

Phrase type

Element The snow rapidly melted overnight because it rained a little

Phrase type

Element She complained continuously while walking up the hills that she was tired

Phrase type

Element Her brother made her angry eventually

Phrase type


